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Collocation

One phenomenon, many definitions.

“Lexically and/or pragmatically constrained 
recurrent co-occurrences of at least two lexical 
items which are in a direct syntactic relation 
with each other” (Bartsch, 2004).
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A specialized collocation is a type of multiword 
expression composed of at least a term that serves 
as the node.
The collocates can be nouns, verbs, adjectives or 
adverbs in a direct syntactic relation with the node.
These constituents make a lexical combination that 
can be unpredictable and semi-compositional and 
have an internal and statistical tendency of 
preference.

Toward a definition of specialised 
collocation





{reponer | acumular | constituir | 
arrendar} capital;

{increase | apply | favour | pay | raise | 
adopt | impose | increase | maintain | 
reduce} custom duty
{current | preferred | differential | 
favorable | free} tariff treatment

Examples of specialised 
collocations



Specialized collocation:

{impose | extend | maintain | apply | 
adopt} a safeguard measure

{incrementar | adoptar | aumentar | 
aplicar | eliminar | reducir} un arancel 
aduanero



Method
Corpus-driven and corpus-based approach.
English-Spanish parallel corpus of FTA texts (1,5 m 
words per lang.) already aligned with TCA2.

Semiautomatic extraction of candidate terms > 
candidate specialized collocations

Specialized bi- monolingual dictionaries and 
termbases like IATE (free trade, economics)

Reference corpora / methodology

NLP software



Corpus interface



Corpus interface



IMS Corpus Workbench – CQP
[pos="V.*"] []? "medida" [pos="ADJ"];



Need for evaluation

- Software for term and collocation 
extraction 

- Test the suitability of current 
representation schemes (LMF, TBX, 
commercial software / private 
companies) for encoding specialized 
collocations.



Encoding of a 
Spanish 
phraseological 
unit using LMF
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Thank you!

Your comments are welcome:

pedro.patino@nhh.no
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